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PREFACE
Public relations are an inherent part of any school system because constant contacts are being made with the lay public. It is the
extent of the success of these contacts which determine the success
or failure of the school program. The importance of a well-planned
public ~elations program is, therefore, apparent.
The fundamental purpose of a school public relations program is
the devel~pment of attitudes on the part of the people which will
cause them to react favorably toward the school. These attitudes,
which can be defined as the will to act in a certain way in a given
situation, are the results of the impressions which the school has
made upon the members of the community. It is the function of the
public relations progra~ to work constantly toward the creation of
impressions which will result in favorable attitudes toward the
schoQl. 1

1 J. Russell Morris, "The Characteristics of a Sound Program of
School Public Relations," Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals• XXXVII, (February, 1953).
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CHAPTER I
THE NEED FOR A PROGRAM OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public relations must be a two-way proposition.
tive if viewed only from the side of the school.

It cannot be effec-

A continuing program

that takes into consideration the needs of the community as well as those
of the school is essential.
Public interest and support depend upon understanding.

This under•

standing depends upon what school people are willing to tell about the
school and its part in the education of children and youth.

It seems

rather typical that the only time any real enthusiasm is displayed by
school personnel is just before a bond issue or when there is need for
new facilities of some kind.

There should be a definite medium for con-

tinuously informing the community concerning the school's program and
'

needs.
People are afraid of the unkown and hesitate to share in a program
that they do not understand.

An effective system of school and com•

munity relations will help to dispel this fear.

In a recent campaign

for a new grade school in the writer's cormnunity, fear of h~gher taxes
was one of the things that had to be encountered and explained in terms
of increased benefits to the children.
Because of the high costs of the modern educational program, the
colll!'!1unity is probably more aware of its schools today than at any other
time in American history.

For social and economic reasons, every com-

munity is insisting upon a school program that will meet the present
daf needs of its youth.

1

2

It appears logical that, if the people of the community are
required to supply both the children and the money, they have
every reason to request the privilege of sharing in the school
policy. It is the responsibility of the principal, however, to
recognize that good school-community relationships are endangered
if the cost of the program far exceeds the ability of the community to pay for it. 1
A basic element in es:tablishing good cormnunity relationships in•
volves acceptance of the fact that public schools belong to the community.

If the people are taken into the confidence of school offi-

cials and employees concerning the purposes, conditions, and needs of
the schools, they are more likely to support the schools.
are sovereign in a democracy such as ours.
expressed through the ballot.

The people

Their attitudes are often

If the people do not have adequate and

accurate information they cannot intelligently cast their votes.
In a community which recently voted on a consolidation program
for its schools, one of the citizens during a conversation with the
writer brought up the question of 'Whether or not the rural school
buildings should be sold.

This citizen hated to see the one-room

school go, for he thought that it was the "heart of our system of schools
in America".

He felt that any high school graduate should be able to

teach in a one-room school.

The writer tried to make this person see

that if his child were ill he would not call in someone with no medical
training and experience to care for him.

Neither should he want some-

one with no experience in, and no knowledge of, the psychology of
education dealing with the mind and development of his child.

This

1 Charles L. Steele, Jr., "What Are Some Ways to Develop Good
School Community Relationships?", Bulletin of the National Association
of Secondary School Principals, (April 1955), P• 275.
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incident is just one which might be presented to illustrate the necessity for the school and its staff to justify their services in the
community.
Public opinion can influence the effectiveness of the teacher's
work.

The mother who brings her child to school the first day with

the remark, "We have been looking forward to this day for a long time"
is doing immeasurable good toward insuring her child's success in
school.

Conversely, the mother who tells Johnny she will be glad when

school starts so he will be out of her way is not laying a very good
foundation for the teacher's work.

If we can help our mothers to be

the former type then •teaching will be a partnership and not a struggle
singlehanded." l
People want some kind of tangille proof that their school is serving some real and useful purpose.

If Johnny can go to his farm home

and prove to Dad through experiments that balanced rations produce
better livestock, then Dad will know that Johnny's course in agriculture is a good one.

If Mary can go home and show Mother an easy way

to put a zipper in a dress, then Mother will know that the school is
giving Mary some of the training for which she will really find a need.
If the boys and girls who go to work in the offices downtown know how
to write and type business letters, then the business men know that the
school is serving its purpose, but even so, they want "to be shown•.
In view of this factor it is necessary to build support for the
1 Vivian Laubach, "The Parent Who Has Helped Me Most", NEA
llournal, Vol. XXXVIII (May 1949) No. 9, p. 334
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school.

The first and most important means is through service to the

youth.

The fundamental purpose of education has been to equip children

for the best possible type of living.
have changed.

Only our methods of achieving this

Less than fifty years a.go it was the comm.on belief that

the way to help our children most was by pouring their heads full of
knowledge.

Today we know that educating a child is not nearly so

simple as just providing him with facts, but that it is a process which
molds his whole behavior.

It directs him in his habits; it shapes his

attitudes; it imparts knowledge and abilities; all of these with the
purpose of providing the child with the best possible type of living.
It is doubly important for the pupil to be instructed a.bout the
school so he will be an a.id in its interpretation to the public.

It is

not a sensible policy to allow students to leave the schools without an
understanding of the aackground, the purposes, and the contributions of
the school system, and then later attempt to inform these same people
all about the school through much more devious ways.

The time to inform

a child about his school and shape his attitudes toward it is when he is
in school.

If this is done the community is likely to have adults who,

twenty years from now, will intelligently understand school problems.
Children are o.f'ten the best educators of their parents.

What the child

learns about the school he will pass on to his parents.
Just as it is necessary to build support for the school through
service to the youth, it is also desirable to build support through a
means of public relations other than this service.

No public can be

well-informed a.bout its schools if all the information is receives is

5

secondhand.

But with people living under the stress of modern times,

there are not many who are going to take time, or in some oases even
to find time, to become intelligently informed about the schools.
The interest in the school is always there, even though .it some•
times lacks the spark to set it off.

The schools were established

because people have~ the good they do; and they will develop and
improve in proportion to the ideals and beliefs of the p,ople.

Stout

puts it very aptly when he says, "In a democracy a school system cannot
progress much faster than it can carry the public with it." 1
It becomes necessary then for the principal who desires progress
for his school to secure the interest and support of the public.

It

is not a simple task but it is one that requires planning, organizing,
careful attention, and tact.
Good school public relations begin with the school organization.
It must begin with the top administrative officer.

Every employee and

individual connected with the school is a public relations figure.
By cautious and tactful selection of the media available to them,
the officials of the writer's small community school hope to establish
a program of public relations that will inform the public about the work
of the schools, rally support for properly maintaining the educational
program, and improve the partnership concept by uniting parents and
teachers in meeting the needs of the children.
1 Dorman G. Stout, Teacher and Community, New York: World Book
Company, 1941, p. 41.

CHAPTER II
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM
In the small school system the principal will usually be able to
direct the public relations program.

It is the board of education, how-

ever, who is responsible for determining the policies to be used in public
relations.
A representative organization made up of school officials and employees is the plan used in the writer's home community.

This organization

is in keeping with the trend toward a more democratic organization in
school affairs.

Special care needs to be taken to see that there is com-

plete harmony and understanding among the members of the public relations
com.~ittee.

Assignments for carrying out the program are to be made upon

the basis of interest and ability of the individual in the various phases
of whatever project is being carried out.
From information secured at the time of the employment interview and
from personal contacts in the day to day work of the school, an administrator can discover many facts about the teacher.

He can, for example,

find out just what community interests a faculty member may have; the
number and types of organizations in which he holds membership; the
special abilities he possesses; the amount of time and effort that the
teacher is willing to give for school and connnunity betterment, and how
he meets people at public gatherings.

These facts are not all gleaned

from the first interview, but they serve as a good starting point.
According to Reynolds, the person responsible for coordinating the
public relations within the school system will be concerned with establishing the following:
6
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"1.

A speakers' bureau, through which staff members who volunteer
for public speaking on designated subjects are placed in contact with community opportunities;
2. A talent bureau, through which staff members with program.
talents other than speaking are made available to the community;
3. Public relations material and information which staff members
can carry with them in their contacts either through membership in community organizations or through general citizenship activities;
4. Media through which staff members and others can report on
community attitudes and activities about which the school
system needs to be informed; and
5. Machinery for the immediate use of staff resources in the
public relations program as the need for such resources
unfold." 1
The administrator together with the board of education and em-

ployees must decide what plan of action best suits their own particular
situation.

Copying a plan that has been successful for some other school

does not necessarily mean that it will be successful under different
circumstances.

1 R. G. Reynolds, Newspaper Publicity for Public Sehools, Montpelier, Vermont; Capitol City Press, 1922, P• 142.

CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND FOR THE PROGRAM
At the beginning of the eentury it was much easier for the pupils,
the parents, and the general public to keep acquainted with the school
than it is today.

'fhe "little red school house~ with its one teacher,

few pupils, and the three R's offered quite a contrast to the increasing
size and complexity of the schools today.
Increasing numbers of activities are competing for the time
and attention of the public. The major portion of the waking hours
sr the average person is spent in providing for his economic needs.
In addition to this time must be counted the ti~~ spent on going
to and from work, and a certain percentage spent in gaining recreation. It thus b"Jr:0: es 5viJent that only a small amount of the
time of the average citizen is left in which to keep himself infonned on an almost countless number of diverse activities. Within this small block of time school officials and employees need
take extra pains to make sure that information concerning the
school receives its full share of the total time that people have
for infonning themselves. 1
0

The public relations program is also complicated by the fact that
there are many different groups and types of persons to contact.

School

board members, parents, pupils, school employees, and the general public
ere some of these groups.

Many vocations from the so-called laborer to

the professional groups must be reached.

Various levels of intelligence

and various levels of schooling are found in all communities.

An effici-

ent public relations program must consider all these various groups and
types of people.
The principal must know just what he hopes to accomplish in his
program of public relations.

The public should be infonned about

l

Adapted from Ward G. Reeder, Ail. Introduction to Public-School
Relations, New York: The Macmillan Co., 1953, P•P• 7-8.
8
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(1) what the school is trying to achieve, (2) what it needs to carry on
its work, and (3) how it is going about its work.

The pa.rent who knows

that the school needs new type seats in its classrooms to aid the children to attain good posture will probably want the school to have them.
The mother who knows that her daughter shares a lavatory with about one
hundred other little girls will want to see to it that the school is able
to provide proper aids to habits of cleanliness.

At the time that the

public is being informed of these things the school officials and employees should be informed of the educational needs of the children and
just how the public is reacting to the program in use.

Do the citizens

consider some of the subjects as just "fads and frills", or do they
see that the child today is living in a much different world than the
one in which they were living when they studied the three R's?
A community that desires a good school will have to learn to
appraise what is has so it can provide for what it needs, for the
child, for the school, and eventually for the comm.unity.

In order to

bring about any thinking and action on the schools it is necessary to
develop understanding between the pa.rents and the teachers in meeting
the needs of their children.

This understanding will make possible

cooperation between the home and the school.

The teacher who sees

that she is Johnny's mother at school, and the mother who knows that
she is Johnny's teacher at home are forming the first link in a good
school-home relationship.
Along with establishing good relations with the home, the school
must also work with other institutions and agents of the community

10

in the matters of public welfare.

The school man of today must see and

try to make others see that the child of today does not do all of his
learning in school.

He is learning either right or wrong at home, at

school, at church, on the playgrounds, in libraries, in stores, in vacant
lots, in theaters, in saloons or gambling places, or wherever he goes.
'!'he principal will need to know the industries and occupations of
his comm.unity.

'!'he type of work carried on will serve as a strong in-

fluence in shaping the educational attitudes and opinions of the people.
What is the religious composition of the community?

As unfair as

it seems, there are communities in which belonging to the right church
means the difference between keeping and losing a job.
The attitudes of the community will need to be known.

How do parents

feel about sending their children to high school and college?

What are

the community attitudes toward culture and intellectual things?
people like good plays, concerts, and good reading?

Do the

Or do they belong

to the comic-book reading, grade C movie, tavern•going set?

The approach

to each connnunity group is different.
Distasteful though the job may be, the principal will need to know
the cliques in the community.

These might be political, social, re-

ligious, or commercial, but they are forces to be analyzed and dealt}
with tactfully.
The public is entitled to the truth and will not be satisfied
with less. They soon learn whether to take stock in what is told
them or to turn a deaf ear. On the other hand the public does not
need to know "all" the truth. For instance, even though its the

11
truth that Jimmy "lost" some of the money out of the class funds.
the public does not need to know it. 1
The infonnation concerning the school and its program should show
unselfishness in that it does not seek to gain publicity for the principal
and his staff just for the sake of glorifying themselves, but rather it
seeks to promote the welfare and the progress of the pupils.

The pub-

licity program should be a continuous process of informing the community,
and not sporadic efforts made only when there seems to be something on
which the school wants the voters to vote "yes".

All information given

should be clear enough and interesting enough that it will be read by
the majority of the citizens and not just a select few.

It is the

people in the community who need to be reached; the interested few will
take care of themselves in most oases.
Finally, there should be a proper amount and a desirable balance
of information.

There should be enough but not so much that the public

feels the school is practicing high-pressure tactics.
Incidental or unorganized publicity scatters its efforts.
occasionally touching on something vital and revealing, but more
often dealing with athletics, plays, musical programs, declamation
contests, honors, social affairs, and club activities. No purpose
animates it; no program relates it to the larger aims of the school.
If parents are able, sometimes, to patch together their random
pieces of knowledge about the school to make something resembling
a coherent whole, it is a credit to their intelligence and active
curiosity rather than to the policy of school officials. Usually
the fabric of their understanding is far from complete.
1 E. E. Butterfield, "Exe.ming Our Public Relations,• Bulletin
of the National Association of Secondar School Princi als, XXXVII.
April, 1953 • P• 357.
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The primary interest of the pa.rent, for that matter of all taxpayers, is the progress of the child. Until school interpretation
programs become so inclusive that they have to do with all the
facts relevant to the progress of the. child, the community will not
be permanently interested or sympathetic. l
A great amount of planning and organizing must be done in order to
have a properly functioning vehicle.

The principal may carry out the

program as a leader, or he may favor the more democratic procedure of
delegating the responsibility to a group.

1 J. Erle Grinnell. Interpreting the Public Schools, New York;
McGraw-Hill Book Co •• 1937, p. 31.

CHAPTER IV
AGENTS AND AGENCIES IN SCHOOL PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Practice still fixes the superintendent of schools as the in-

dividual most likely to be charged with the responsibility of promoting school public relations.

In this task he has the assistance of

building principals, often regarded as the key persons in school
public relations activities, and of teachers whose contacts with
school patrons through school children are usually important in establishing the tone of school-home relationships.
In the particular co:rmnunity for which this starting program is
intended, the administration of school public relations as a cooperative undertaking is favored.

The superintendent will be involved

continuously in the functioning of committees and councils, but the
carrying on of school public relations activities will not be a oneman task.
There are many advantages of group activity in school public relations.

Probably the most important is that the program has the bene-

fit of many minds and of varied experience.

When lay people are brought

into the committees, the school is assured of two-way interpretation --of the schools to the community and the community to the schools.

Mis-

directed or undesirable activity in the program is less likely to be
initiated by a group.

These are but a few of the advantages of group

administration of the public relations program, and it is not the purpose to try here to list all of the favoring factors.
which should be mentioned, is that professional spirit
13

One, however,
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and interest are increased ~~ong the teachers who are part of the
committees on public school relations.

An exchange of ideas is

stimulating to the creation of new devices.
The Superintendent
It is the duty of the superintendent to impart information concerning all phases of the local school situation to members of his
staff.

By staff is meant all who are directly responsible for the

proper functioning of the school.

The superintendent must be the symbol

of the school system in the eyes of the general public, and must inspire
confidence in the schools on the pa.rt of the general public, the board
of education, the teachers, and other school employees.

In his volume

Public School Administration, Sears lists certain principles to guide
the superintendent establishing such a program.
1.

There must be a policy.
a. The policy should he.ve a clearly conceived purpose back

2.

of it.
b. The policy should be based upon a thorough study of the
comm.unity's characteristics and educational needs as well
as upon a sound social and educational philosophy.
There must be a plan of. action.
a. The program must be based upon a thorough diagnosis of
need and have clearly understood purposes.
b. Responsibility for the program should be definitely placed.
c. The program should provide for sound working contacts between all the patrons of the schools on the one hand and
all of the school employees on the other.
d. The program should be positive and aggressive; not aloof,
or domineering, or placating; but friendly and always dignified and impersonal, representing a cause and not persons, or officers.
e. The program should cover all aspects of school activities
according to need.
f. From the program, the school people should try both to
learn and to teach.
g. Low staff morale makes a sound public relations program
impossible.

3,
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The means and instrumentalities for making the program
effective should be selected with care, having in mind the
capacity of each for harm as well as for good. Avenues of
possible contact between the schools and public include:
a. The press, the platform, the radio, the movin~ picture.
b. Reports, formal and informal, regular and occasional.
c. Student publications and school house-organs.
d. The adult education program.
e. School and professional organizations and coordinating
councils.
f. School exhibits, games, entertainments, and social activities.
g. Direct personal contact between school and home. 1

By using such directions as provided by Sears, school administrators
can establish a public relations program of action that will benefit
the entire system.
In planning a school-public relations program it is necessary that
the superintendent choose between a campaign-type program and a continuous program.

Each plan has its merits but serious consideration

should be given to the long-range plan.

The campaign-type program

should probably be used only in emergencies.

The securing of bond

issues is often classed as a 9ampaign-type program..

It has been used

on many occasions to raise or establish salary schedules or to introduce
some new educational services.

The administrator should not hesitate

to use a campaign-type program wherever it best fits the occasion.
Where the program is to be short but intensive, the campaign-type is best.
The continuous program takes constant planning on the part of the
administrator and faculty.

By using this program, however, emergencies

can often be anticipated and overcome.
1

Securing sufficient .f'unds with

Jesse B. Sears, Public School Administration, New York: Ronald
Press Co., 1947, PP• 228-29.
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which to operate a school plant is one of the special problems con-

stantly confronting administrators, and it is a problem common to most
communities.
Reeder declares: Ample publicity should be given to the
budget. Since the manner in which the budget is made determines in
a large measure the efficiency of the school, the public should be
interested in it. Publicity for the budget is recommended because
a frank and clear statement of the needs of the school will tend
to disarm the critics in advance and to secure support of the
budget. With an informed and sympathetic public supporting a
budget, the budget can hardly fail of adoption. 1
Keeping the public informed on how the budget is spent is a great

help to a continuing progra~ of public relations.
Bond issues for the purpose of securing additional funds for the
construction of new buildings do not often receive sufficient support
from the voters unless there has been a long period of publicity and
interpretation.

The taxpayer wants proof of need, and this can seldom

be supplied in a short campaign-type appeal.

When a planned program

of action has been used over a long period bf time, many bond issues
have received overwhelming support.

The school administrator should

look into the future to determine school needs and plan to use the
various media open to him to fill those needs by making the public
aware of them.

Harmony is always vital in a school system. Public opinion,
fickle at the best, is quick to note any lack of harmony among
school officers and to be affected adversely. In the machinery
of interpretation, involving, as it must, everyone in the system
from the superintendent to scrub woman, harmony is deeply important.
Lack of hannony more often than not results from ignorance of the
larger aims of the schools and of the simplest rudiments of what
is being done in other departments. One of the first moves

J Ward G. Reeder, The Fundamentals of Public School Administration,
New York: The Macmillan Co., 1941, P• 177.
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toward putting into operation a program of school interpretation
should be a •1cnow your schoolsff movement. 1

There are always problems that eannot be foreseen arising within
a community.

At those times an administrator needs to have at his

disposal a great deal of information to come up with a satisfactory
settlement.

When a crisis arises the public relations program must

become larger than ever before.

Nothing can be overlooked to infonn

the public of the importance to them of the development of the schools.
The Principal
Because his responsibilities are not unlike those of the superintendent of schools except that the area of the task is more limited,
the principal carries on many activities similar to those of the superintendent.

Much of his activity is fitted to specific situations.

The

principal will need to study the neighborhood continuously in order
better to fit the school into its community.

The homes, stores, social

agencies, changes in the neighborhood with respect to residential,
business, industrial, or other developments are matters which he must
continuously study.

The principal must represent the school, its

activities and program, to the Jllrents of children in the school and
to the general public in the community.
The principal should welcome opportunities to meet the parents and
citizens of the community and should invite them to call at the school.
Just knowing one another will o.f'ten simplify a lot of problems for the
1 J. Erle Grinnell, Interpreting the Public Schools, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1937, P• 51.
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parent as well as the principal.
The list of activities for which the principal is responsible is
an almost endless one.

Only a few of general worth can be stated here.

He must write, or have written, news releases, bulletins to teachers and
school patrons, announcements concerning school activities, news letters
to pi.rents, and other material having school public relations value.

He

must meet with parents and others who wish to confer with a school official about educational and other problems.

His school office should

be satisfactorily organized for the reception of school employees, patrons, and the general public.
It will be well to keep in mind that in all the general and specific
activities listed for any pi.rticular situation hereafter in this paper,
the principal plays a leading role.
The Teacher
The individual teacher has responsibility in the promoting of good
school public relations.

He should understand the needs and tasks of

public education in general and of his local schools in pi.rticular.
He should join with others in helping to form policies, programs, and
procedures in school public relations for the betterment of schools
in general end his school in particular.
The teacher can very often suggest newsworthy activities for the
attention of the public relations group.

He should make constant ap-

praisal with co-workers of the apparent outcomes of the school's teach•
ing and its relation to the desires and needs of the community.

The

teacher should meet every pupil as an individual whose out-of-school

19
environment, interests, abilities, and aspirations are understood and
made use of by the teacher in aiding the pupil's growth and develoµnent.
The following means by which teachers can contribute to good public

relations are suggested:
1. Good teaching---perhaps no other activity is so important in a
public school relations progra~ as good teaching. This above
all else should be the goal of all faculty members.
2. Friendly guidance and counseling for students---too often classroom teachers fail to take the time to give to the students
some piece of advice so badly needed in their adolescent years.
3. Helpful rather than hurtful comments in class and in marginal
notes on student's papers and reports---a misplacedcaustic
comment has been known to change a youngster's personality.
4. Friendliness and cooperation with other faculty members and
administrators---as a group with -.,,ell-defined goals for those
who are in charge there is need for cooperation.
5. Membership and helpful participation in local religious, civic
and social, and service organizations and in other community
enterprises---as a citizen of the col!Uilunity each member of the
faculty has an obligation to those organizations which are a
definite part of the community.
6. Friendliness in personal contacts with local citizens---too
of'ten teachers refrain from becoming friends and admittedly
avoid making contacts with the local citizens.
7. Radio talks, participation in round tables, debates, public
forums, presentation of papers and addresses at professional
conferences and conventions, talks before service clubs,
lodges, civic, social and other special interest groups--teachers in general are prone to hide their light "under a
house". Such should not be the case as the many abilities on
the average faculty should be used for the betterment of
society.
8. Research, creative enterprise, authorship of books, tests,
teaching aids, and publication of articles for magazines--::nany worth-while ideas have been lost due to the failure of
some teachers who lacked· foresight.
9. Attendance at school functions---t~1ere is no need to grow old
early in life---for students, in general, enjoy having their
teachers participate in school activities.
10. Maintenance of helpful relationships with alumni and fonner
students throu&~ letters and visits---fonner vocational students
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welcome help and counseling in the work they have accepted
a:rter leaving schoolo 1

The faculty can be of assistance to the public relations program
in many other ways, and the principal should exert every effort to
make them fully aware of the value of public relations to the school
system.

A good teacher wants to be proud of the job he is doing.

He

wants to be proud of the school in which he works, the community in
which he lives, and is happy to let everyone know these facts.
Community pride develops in part from school spirit, and the teacher
is one of the chief sources of school spirit.

Good schools are generally

found in a community that takes pride in its schools and constantly

.,
works for their improvement.

Teachers in the small community schools

are a potent force in shaping the attitudes of the community toward

'

education.
The Board of Education
The board of education can be a powerful force in any program of
pubiic relations.

With proper help and guidance the members become

authoritative d isseminators of the kind of publicity that will help
the school.

This is especially true in the small community where

the board member meets and talks with most of the people in the ordinary
course of events.

As officials their comments carry weight, and news,

good or bad, spreads quickly in the small community.
The-normal functioning of the board is in itself bringing together

'

• the school and the community.

The board should be prepared to issue

1 Allan Laflin, "School Public Relations," Western Illinois State
College Bulletin, Vol. XXVI No. 2 (1951), PP• 15-16.
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public statements of school policy, and to report newsworthy happenings, activities, or proposals to the newspapers.

They must, of course,

approve policies governing public school relations, and confer with
persons directing the school public relations program.

The boarct

r:ho~ld ;Jrovide for public hearings on school matters when necessary
or desirable.
An •open door" policy is a good one for tQe board of education to

follow.

Decisions made shoule be reported in the community newspapers

and in appropriate school publications.

Petitions or delegations sent

by the citizens should be courteously received.

It does not follow

that !~i1e decisions of the board must agree with those of the petitions
sent them or with those presented by a delegation.
School board meetings should be open to the public except when the
board goes into executive session to discuss matters of delicate import
before making a decision in an open meeting.

Executive sessions should

be kept to a minimum because the public, especially in the small community, is curious as to "what goes on" at these meetings.

Many school

boards have held at least one of their meetings during school hours in
order that the pupils and their teachers might attend them.

These are

of especial value in the small community where the social group is more
compact Rnd everyone feels that he "has a right" to know what is going on.
Reeder lists certain practices of boards and board members which

are particularly offensive to the public and should be shunned.
1. Giving the impression thet the schools belong to them rather
than to the public.
2. The practice or nepotism, that is, the employment of relatives,

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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especially close relatives, for positions in the schools.
Awarding contracts for school supplies, equipment, and other
materials to themselves, their relatives, or their friends.
Wasting money in the schools through inefficient business
procedures.
The unceremonious "firing" of efficient employees; and the
equally bad practice of retaining inefficient employees.
Playing "politics" with the hope of receiving personal reward.
Attempting to transact business when they are not in a board
session, or vvhen they have not been authorized by the board
to represent it.
Continuous "axe-grinding" or "hobby-riding".
The formation of cliques in the board and constant bickering
between or among all cliques.
Attempting to sell personal services, com.~odities, or materials
to school employees, or expecting school employees to patronize
their businesses.
Using school stationery or other school supplies or services
for personal benefit.
A lack of willingness to take the public into confidence and
to give publicity to decisions and deliberations.
Failure to pay, -when due, salaries of school employees and
bills of creditors. 1

If the board of education is to symbolize democratic representative
government on the conununity level, then the above listed malpractices are
to be avoided.

The small community is almost immediately aware of un-

desirable practices by the board of education, and, as a consequence,
the school is directly affected.
other School Employees
The non-academic personnel form an important part of the educational institution.

Their contacts in the community are often differ-

ent from those of the administrator or faculty.

Their word may be the

deciding factor in some issue of importance to the school.

This group

should be kept informed concerning proposed developments in the system.
l

Ward G. Reeder, An Introduction to Public School Relations,
New York: The Macmillan Co., 1953, p. 29.
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The Administrator's Secretary.

The public may very often have its

first contact with the school through the administrator's secretary.
She thus becomes an important individual in the public relations program.

Her attitude and manner are factors of the utmost importance.

Her manner of greeting visitors to the office or the way in which she
answers the telephone may change an angry parent's attitude toward the

school, or further increase the objections of a patron to some part of
the school program.
a difficult position.

The school secretary in the small community is in
As a rule she knows most of the people personally

and has this to consider in properly fulfilling her duties.
The secretary should use a pleasant, courteous voice, as though

serving the caller is her chief interest in life.

Much damage can be

done by an ungracious person on the telephone, but 'When the task is
performed efficiently and courteously, good will can be created for
the school.
The Custodians.

Custodians, in addition to being school employees,

are also citizens of the community.

What they say among their friends

may have a great influence upon deciding an important issue.

These

employees should be carefully chosen and made to understand that their
work of keeping the buildings clean and heated is of almost equal importance to the work of the teacher.

Nothing more impresses a visitor

to the school than a clean, well-kept building.
In the small community it is likely that the building custodian
will also be the ground keeper.

More people than one might suppose

know little about the schools other than fleeting impressions gained
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as they drive past a building.

The appearance of the lawn, the

shrubbery, and the trees helps to determine what the impression will
be.

Generally, the outside appearance gives an indication of the kind

of housekeeping that prevails within.
School Bus Drivers.

According to Floyd T. Goodier,

1

school bus

drivers, next to the teachers, probably constitute the largest group
of school employees.

Each school day they have the pupils under their

charge for an hour or more.

They are obligated to keep the pupils safe,

comfortable, well-disciplined, and as happy as possible.

It is very

likely that they come into contact with parents of the pupils more than
any other representative of the school.

The school bus driver is in

every way an important public relations agent and should be made aware
of this fact.
Health Services.

Protecting and improving the health of students

is an important aim of education.

Unfortunately it is not within the

means of many of the small comm.unity schools to make provisions for a
full time nurse.

In many cases, however, there is a county nurse who

periodically visits the schools.
services.

Full advantage should be taken of her

The schools which provide good health services increase the

good will of both pupils and parents.
The School Lunch Room.
providing lunch facilities.

During recent years many schools have begun
In the small cornmuni ty this ht often the

project of an organization such as the Parent-Teacher Association
1

Floyd T. Goodier and William A. Miller, Administration of
Town and Village Schools, St. Louis: Webster Publishing Co., 1938,
Chapter XV.
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with the help of school personnel.

An efficiently managed lunch room

can be an excellent public relations agency, but a poor one affects
both students and employees adversely.

The lunch room can contribute

to the health and happiness of each pupil.

For that reason it is an

important agency in the public relations program.
The lunch room can be made available for the use of alumni groups
and other civic organizations within the community.

This keeps these

groups. aware of the fa.ct that the school is there to serve the whole
comm.unit y.
The Student Body
A major audience very often ignored in the development and oper-

ation of the school public relations program is the student body.

The

pupils are the ones most directly interested in all activities which
will improve their lot.

They should be informed about the school pro-

gram and its possible development through assemblies, the school paper,
home room discussions, and through conferences with members of the
faculty.

Pupils are among the most effective agents in all the public

relations program.

It is sometimes hard to get the news of the school

to other public infonnation media, but students go to school every day
and go home each night.

They talk to their parents and many others.

Pupils have more to do with what people think of the school system than
all other means of infonmtion about the school.

They not only talk but

they do things, and the public ju~es the schools by what the pupils
do as well as by what they say.
Pupils can be good will agents and should frequently be briefed on
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the possibilities or gaining good will for the school.

'l'heir behavior

on street corners, in the stores, at football and basketball games is
immeasurably important.

Pupils should be persuaded to remember that

they are public representatives or the school.
Do the pupils respect private property?

Investigate promptly

any reports of unseemly conduct on the way to and trom school.
Don't let the community feel that it is useless to bring just end

reasonable complaints to the attention of the school.

1

If the pupil has an outstanding teacher the impression of the school
is likely to be one of approval.

When Johnny comes home from school

and is asked, "What did you learn today?•, he has an answer because
the teacher has taken the time to summarize at the end or the day.

In

this summary has been pulled together all the worthwhile learning
which the pupil should remember.

On the other hand, if the pupil has

a poor teacher his attitude toward the school will probably not be
favorable.

One must not forget that in a few short years the pupils

of today become members of the public tomorrow.

The attitudes which

they develop will determine their support for good schools or their indifference to public education in the future.
Group Activities of Students.

Since activities are considered a

functional ~rt of the life training for the boys and girls, the public
should be acquainted with the activities program in the school.

In no

other phase of its program does the school even begin to approach the
number of people in the community that it does in its various activities.
1 E. E. Butterfield, "Examining Our Public Relation", Bulletin of
the National Association of Secondary School Principals, XXXVII, (April~
1953) P• 362.
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Many people who never get to a P.T.A. program may be found in the front
row of many school public perfonnances.
Music is an example of departmental activity that can be used in
public relations.

The school concerts and recitals given as pa.rt of the

regular music work can be used at frequent intervals to entertain and to
educate the public as well as to demonstrate the work of the school.
With good programming and publicity the annual concert of the school can
become a superior musical event to which the whole community looks forward.

To increase the appreciation of the audience pupils can write

program notes, announce them before each number, or include them in a
printed program.

They can demonstrate individual musical instruments

and their uses.
Music pupils can enter into community activities in many other ways.
Pupils may contribute individually by singing in church choirs, by
participating in civic musical organizations and musical drama, by
leading songs at community events, and by selling tickets and ushering
for professional concerts.
Groups and individuals that are prepared to perform can present
programs for the benefit of hospitals, homes for the aged, orphanages,
service clubs, school social events, and holiday celebrations.

As pupils

make these contributions collectively and individually to the music of
the community they soon realize that their skill and courtesy are ap•
preciated and they will gain remarkably in self-confidence.
Pupil achievements, honors awarded to teachers, ratings received
at music festivals and the successes of alumni in the music field make
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news for school publications, for local newspapers, and for reports to
the board of education.
The attitudes and practices of the pupils now in school can and
probably will determine the way the community will react to music education in later yearso
There are many other group activities sponsored by the various
departments in the curriculum.

Each of these activities can be used in

its own particular fashion to enrich the program of public relationso

The Alumni
The graduates of many secondary schools maintain a more or less
active alumni association.

These people have arrived at an age when

they realize what the school has done for them, and they in turn are
anxious to do something for the school.

O~en they realize the needs

of the school, but with the principal helping they are more likely to
be of real service.

The principal should keep in touch with the graduates from his
school and see how they get along.

In a sense their success will be a

yardstick in measuring the success of the school.

He should keep the

public informed of the achievements of graduates for this will help to
build support for the school.
School Patrons and the General Public

J. Erle Grinnell 1 maintains that parents, in general, are interested
1

~. Erle Grinnell, Interpreting the Public Schools, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19370
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in the kind of schools in which their children are being educated.

They

usually want to know a great deal about the teachers, the building, the
curriculum, and extra-curricular activities.

They are concerned about

how their sons and daughters rank scholastically with their classmates.
Parents want to know something about the special abilities and talents
of their children and how they are adjusting socially.
The principal should use every reasonable means to interpret school
policies to pa.rents.

It can be done through letter and through such

agencies as the P.T.A.

If a drastic change is being considered---a

new method of marking or promotion---parents can be invited to visit
the schools.

A series of conferences can be set up at which the new

procedure is explained.
Parents like being invited to school assemblies in which their

children have a part.

~hether or not they accept, the invitation will

be appreciated.
Open House can be held as o~en as the parents can be persuaded
to come, and they will come if they like the program.

Such occasions

should not be limited to the years in which school levies are on the
ballot.

Generally, the parents like meeting and talking with teachers.

They will be interested in exhibits of work done by their children.
An assembly program for an occasion of this kind is of secondary

value.

It is the hope in the writer's school to be able to establish

definite days each month when school will be dismissed early and that
time given over to conferences with the parents.

Back of this plan is

the feeling that the pa.rent will be more likely to visit the teacher-
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for a conference concerning his children if he knows that a special time
is reserved for that purpose, and that he is not disturbing the regular

routine of the school day.
School personnel should be safety-conscious.

Butterfield1 says

that "children are safer in school than any other place.
that fact and make every effort to keep it son.
precaution, injuries will occur.

In spite of every

The manner in which they are handled

can do much for good public relations.
led promptly and with sympathy.

Publicize

Each accident should be hand•

The shock of a slight mishap can often

be more serious than the injury itself.

For this reason sympathy and

understanding are of great importance.

Nothing can arouse the ire of

a

parent more quickly than the inept handling of an emergency of this

kind.

Conversely, skillful, sympathetic treatment creates a warm,

friendly feeling for the school.

If the injury is serious enough,

take the child home, but be very sure to call the mother first.
Teachers should take every precaution to safeguard the personal
belongings of the children.

Petty thefts are a great source of com•

plaint on the part of the pa rents • A real effort should be made to
recover lost or stolen items.

Even if the effort is not successful,

the attention and sympathy will pay dividends.
Teachers should keep parents informed if a child is in danger of
failing.

Parents do not feel that two or three routine report cards

a semester constitute sufficient notice.
1

Most of them would like

E. E. Butterfield, "Examing Our Public Relations", Bulletin of
the National Association of Seconda
School Princi als, XXXVII,
April,1953, P• 363.
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some practical suggestion as to how they can help at home.

Probably

the most satisfactory procedure is a personal conference with the parent.
If individual counseling conferences are regularly planned, very o~en
the pupil can solve his difficulties and prevent the necessity for
teacher-parent conferences.
The kind of discipline a school maintains is an important factor
in public relations.

If discipline is lax, the parent soon learns about

it to the detriment of the school.

Methods of discipline are public re-

lations issues.
Parents want all the facts which can be provided for them about their
children, and in the development of a public relations program this must
not be taken lightly.

There is no better way for people to get an ad•

equate picture of the school than to see it in action.

The visitors

should, however, see the complete program, not just that part which is
particularly pleasing or displeasing.

The principal can try to get

them to come for an entire day, and, if they desire, take an actual
part in the school program.

It is necessary, of course, that the teacher

in this situation be extremely tactful.

Parents can go awe.y from such

a visitation with a feeling of belonging and a clearer picture of what
goes on in the school.
It is the privilege and duty of the general public to express to
school personnel opinions regarding the educational program and the
schools in general.

Having no children in school should not lessen

the citizen's interest in good schools.
There is virtually no end to the possibilities for the promotion
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of good community relations between the school and the people who

support the educational program.

This paper can list only a few that

seem to fit into a program for the small community.
'I'he~e is much that the school can tell the parents, and there is

much that the parents can tell the school.

If the school is to have the

tyne of support so urgently needed in every community, there must bee.
program in which the parents and school personnel cooperate in the highest degree.
The Parent-Teacher Association
An outgrowth of parents' interest in the schools has been the P.T.A.

The avowed purpose of this organization is to improve educational opportunities for children.

The natural function of any local unit is to

work for the welfare of the school.

Through this organization it is

possible for the school to provide periodic reports on school needs and
progress.

The public relations program can be used to tell them how

the school promotes safety, dee.ls with illness and accidents, handles
promotions, stages fire drills, and any other aspect of school policy
on which public information may be sketchy.
The P.T.A. can be a powerful force in countering gossip about the
school.

Stories circulate about every school, and some of them, es•

pecially in the secondary school, carry unsavory implications.
informed P.T.A. will help to counter such gossip.

A well-

Nothing is so effec-

tive as e. P.T.A. member who will say, "!-·have been in that school many
times.

I know that story is untrue 1"

P.T.A. meetings are good places to advertise the school's successes.
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A brief report can be made at every meeting on any successes the school
may have had.

The pa rents enjoy hearing of the accomplishments even

though their own children may not be directly involved.

There is a

kind of reflected glory that makes for a feeling of accomplishment for
all concerned.
The principal should keep the P.T.A. informed about the school
needs--•but not in any begging sense.

Raising money is a secondary

objective with the P.T.A., but understanding the financial needs of the
system will enable them to become a strong force for adequate school
support.

In the writer's school the P.T.A. organized and sponsors the

hot lunch program for both the grade and high school.

Without their

efforts the plan would have been much slower materializing if indeed
it h~d come about at all.
Friendly and well-meant suggestions about school policies and procedures should be accepted in the same spirit.

The P.T.A. is not a

school policy-fonning group, and rarely does it need be reminded of
that fact.

If the school policy is carefully outlined, P.T.A. members

will help to interpret it.
The teachers' role in the P.T.A. is difficult to define, and
especially so in the small community. They cannot attend all meetings and should not be expected to do so. Neither should their
attendance be limited to an annual dinner in their honor. In an
ideal situation, teachers and parents should have similar infonnation about the child. Teachers should know something about the
home environment of the child, and they need to know the viewpoint
of the child's parents in order to be of the greatest service to
the child. Parents should be made to understand that if the
teachers are criticized in the home, that if the children go to
school physically unfit or are irregular in attendance, that if
th~re is not a spirit of cooperation with the teacher, the progress of the children will be handicapped. The P.T.A. meeting
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is an ideal starting place for such cooperation and understanding.
Lack of understanding is due in most cases to ignorance concerning
the work, the responsibilities, and the viewpoint of the other.
Invite the P.T.A. to visit classrooms. Physical education classes,
music classes, shops, home economics, and dramatics all furnish
interesting activities for observation. The teacher's management
of a large group under these conditions can enhance the prestige
of the teaching staff. 1
If publicity through the parent-teacher association is well cared
for, the parents will see the needs of the children and the needs and
accomplishments of the schoolo
Lay School-Advisory Groups
The unofficial advisory board of education has attracted some favorable attention as a body affording the official board of education opportunity to discover public opinion.
exercised in this procedure.

A great deEl.l of caution must be

Such groups should only come about with

the full sanction of the official board of education.

A charter was

drawn up in the writer's local corrununity definitely outlining the powers
and limitations of the advisory committee.

Composition of the conunittee

was made representative of the entire community, and members were selected
by petitions circulated throughout the community.

As an advisory group

the function of the committee will be to explore and discover facts
about the system which the official board has not the time to accomplish.
It will also act as a lie.son group for the dissemination and interpret•
ation of what is going on in the school.

1 Adapted from E. E. Butterfield, nExamining Our Public Relations",
National Association of Secondar
Lpril, 1953, P• 357.
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School Services for Adults

Progr8l'lls for adult education are being carried on in the writer's
school.

Although the community is small the interest in such programs

is high.

Adult classes in agriculture have proved to be popular over

a considerable period of time.

·"·t the same time that classes were

being given in agriculture, the home economics department conducted
classes for the wives of the men who were taking agriculture, but were
not restricted to this particular group of women.
was invited.

A:ny person interested

This proved to be a very popular arrangement and created

much favorable comment.
Classes in bookkeeping, typing, and shorthand were held for those
interested in coming back to school to improve their skills.
sponse was gratifying.

The re•

These were not people who ca.me for only a few

sessions and then dropped out.

Over ninety per cent in each of the

classes finished the course and expressed a desire for classes in other
areas.

In the writer's small comm.unity the administration feels that
adults who join in the school activity will be a source of support for
the school.

These people can also contribute to the school's under-

standing the needs of the community.

'rihile the school is carrying out

its task of teaching wherever teaching is needed, it is promoting also
the kind of school public relations which will help in the accomplishment of the education program.
Obher Groups
Within the small community there are other groups who are interested

in the school s;;rstem.
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Service and fraternal organizations, religious

organizations, and labor groups are examples of some who will be interested.

The school administrator should direct his public relations

program to e.11 groups.

Only in this manner cen he be sure of securing

support for his educational program.

His plans for the development of

the school system will be met with greater consideration and his policy
plans have e. better chance or being put into action.

The success of

the administrator depends upon his association with the mtmy and varied
audiences within the community which he serves.

CHAPTER V

PUBLICITY ACTIVITIES OF THE SCHOOLS
Many of the activities of the schools have public relations values
which are not secured.

The special occasions at which enterl!dnment is

offered to the g~neral public can be used to promote understanding of
the schools beyond that gained simply by being present at an athletic
contest• a student play, or a concert.

The printed program, which many

in the audience will read while waiting for the entertainment to begin,
may well contain brief passages a.bout the local school and its program.
The back of a program may contain a calendar of events of special interest to the patrons.
Half-time intermission in athletic contests can be used to demonstrate other phases of the physical-education activity. individual
sports, gymnastics. corrective e.nd remedial exercises, and intramural
athletics.

In one school in which the writer once taught. all these

various activities carried on by both the boys and the girls were combined into a spring •carnival of Sports".

The program was scheduled

for an entire evening and community response filled the gymnasium.
Part of the time was given over to the viewing of exhibits in corridors
and guided tours of the whole school plant with student hosts.

The

publicity value of such an enterprise is great.
Exhibits and Demonstrations.

Class plays and athletic contests

presented for the entertainment of the general public are actually
exhibits, but they are usually planned to show only a small part of the
school activity.

More comprehensive exhibits are useful and have the

special benefit of securing public notice of the less spectacular but
37
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equally important phases of the school work.

Posters, charts, diagrams,

and pictures reflecting the life of the school can be used in prominent
places in the school building and can of'ten be placed in the windows of
stores in the community.

Exhibits of a temporary nature and exhibits

that are continuous keep the school before the com.munity.
Demonstrations of learning activities are o~en excellent offerings
in parent-teacher meetings.

The parent enjoys seeing his child in a

situation which affords an understanding of what goes on in the modern
classroom. !!igh school chemistry and physics classes can work out interesting programs demonstrating that the laboratory classroom is important in education.
Visual aids showings accompanied by an explanation of their use in
the school helps to convince the patron that the expenditure for projectors and other equipment is justified.
The Speaker's Bureau.

Public speaking is an avenue to the general

community which can be used by the school system.
has many advantages over the written word.

Oral communication

School administrators and

classroom teachers are frequently called upon to appear before community
groups.

The science teacher who can help the members of a club to under-

stand atomic energy and its uses, the social-studies teacher who can
discuss current social and economic problems, the music teacher who can
. inform and entertain, the agriculture teacher who can offer his help to
-home gardeners, all have great value in public relations.
American Education Week.

Allan Laflin states that "the use of

American Education Week as a means of interpreting the schools cannot

be ignored as a media". l
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This is a particularly favorable opportunity

for the school to interpret its work to the col!UD.unity.

In the small

community one or two days will usually be more satisfactory than using
the whole week.

Open house brings parents and others to see exhibits

and demonstrations.

The National Education Association believes that

the best results from the celebration of the week will be obtained if
the plans are made several weeks in advance.

The program should be

made to correlate as closely as possible with the regular work of the
school.

Regular work should not be disrupted nor should the week be

only a series of holidays.

The giving of information about the school

should be the primary purpose of the event.

Emphasis should be on

what is right with the schools rather than what is wrong with them.
Vocational Departments.

The various departments within the

school can be used to an advantage in a public relations program.

Co-

operative training ventures sponsored by the business education department offer an excellent opportunity to tell the work of the school.
This activity does not work well in the small community, however, and
will not usually be sanctioned by the state officials in charge of such
programs.
The industrial-arts field offers a great opportunity for students,
with the assistance of the teacher, to produce many things within the
school which will draw favorable reactions on the part of the school
patrons.
1 Allan Laflin, •school Public Relationsn, Western Illinois State
College Bulletin, XXXI, (October, 1951), p. 24.
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C. E. Frankson states:
The industrial arts teacher should always be aware of club
gatherings where he may speak, show slides of the work done by
his classes, or arrange exhibits of school work. Short talks and
the showing of slides to such organizations as the P.T.A., Rotary,
or Chamber of Cormnerce will aid these groups in getting better acquainted with their schools. l
Many programs can be presented at school assemblies by the pupils.
Panel discussions concerning the value of industrial arts or demonstrations
related to industrial manufacture may be made interesting to the other
pupils and the public.
Homemaking education provides a direct line of contact with the
family.

Home economics teachers visit the home as part of their work.

They help pupils plan and carry out ho~e experiences.

A good home-

making department, well-interpreted to the cormnunity, is one of the best
public relations assets a school can have.
Homemaking teachers should "plan community programs on homemaking education. Some people still have the idea that homemaking
education is just learning how to cook and sew. Its expansion into
the area of family relationships, the development of leadership,
child care a.nd guidance, family health, more security through wiser
financial management, and many other areas of service needs to be
interpreted to the community''. 2
The homemaking progra~ can be described by using boys and girls from
family living classes in panel discussions on why they consider such
1

C. E. Frankson, "Public Relations in Industrial Arts", Industrial
Arts and Vocational Education, XLIII, (March, 1954), p. 78A.
2 I. Wallace, "Interpreting Home Economics in the Community",
National .Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, XXXVII,
(October, 1953), pp. 112-19.
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courses important and what help they themselves have derived from them.
The teacher can bring back homemaking alumnae to join in a discussion of the functional qualities of the homemaking program, to plan
ways in which it might be more serviceable to people, and to check on
what it has meant to the conununity thus far.
Adults may be valuable contributors to the program as resource people.
A banker who can talk wisely about managing family money, a homemaker

adept atflower arrangements, a minister who can talk about the spiritual
values as a way of strengthening family life, a fanner who can give good
advice about gardens, or a grandmother with quaint quilt patterns--all these people have something of value to contribute, and it fosters
a warm interest in the school.

CHAPTER VI
THE MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
An intelligent and understanding employment of the special means of

communication will help the administrator in bringing the school and community closer together.
Newspapers.

If the school will keep the press continually informed

on school policies and problems, it will be possible to get more accurate
and more complete coverage of educational items.

Contact should be made

with editors to find out what kind of material they want from the school.
Some person on the faculty may be made responsible for reporting news of
the schools.

This person should be "news conscious" and recognize the

fact that the purpose of newspaper publicity is not to gain notoriety,
nor to argue cases.
The basic points to remember in giving news to the paper are: (1)
Give all the available facts, and (2) Turn in the story as soon as possible.

Country weeklies do not have education editors, but they are

an important link with the public.

They are probably more thoroughly

read tha.n any of the neighboring daily papers.

Cooperation with the

home town weekly will bring the school constant, all year•round cover•
age of not only the major school board actions, but also the minor
school events.
'Don't send all your news in one long story. Break it up as
much as possible. Seeing six items instead of one will give the
readers a feeling that the schools are really on their toes.
Don't use languag~ designed to impress a college rhetoric professor. Keep your vocabulary elementary and your sentences simple•
Don't let all the stories be "according to Supt. J.E. Boles".
Even though you are the real source. attribute some of the news
to the board president, the coach, the English teacher. or whoever would be logical according to the particular news story.
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This way you avoid gi v1.ng the public the impression that the superintendent runs the whole school. This is an unpopular impression
in a small town. 1
Inviting the editor to speak to the faculty or to a school assembly
provides an experience which will give him a personal feeling about the
school.

Winning the respect of your small community editor is import-

ant since his impressions tend to color the stories he writes about the
schools.
The principal must be honest and admit the existence of unfavorable
news.

He should explain the reasons why the story should not be printed

and then trust the editor.

The principal needs to r~cognize the fact

that sometimes the editor has to write the stories he would prefer to
leave out.
The public relations director should praise the editor or reporter
occasionally.

He is human like the rest of us, and a word of praise is

remembered as long as a protest.

Suggestions as to what to report about

the schools will be found in the appendix.
Radio.

Radio has not come into a prominent place in the administra-

tion of public relations despite its very great value when used to the
advantage of the schools.

Some commercial stations have been generous

in giving time for school broadcasts, but the times open have often
been hours difficult for the school to use.
Stations in general look with favor upon school news because it is
of interest to their listening public.

In the writer's community stations

1

Margaret Connolly, "What About School News In the Small Town?"
Illinois Education, (November, 1954), P• 93.
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in a neighboring city cooperate with spot announcements and coverage of

athletic events.

Although it has great potentialities, the radio pub•

licity angle does not seem to be an approach for the small community
unless a great amount of time is spent in preparation.
School Newspaper.

Most schools today have some type of newspaper

which is published at intervals throughout the year.

O~en these are

read from cover to cover by many of the parents as well as the students.
For this reason some material of an interpretive nature might well be
included in the school newspaper.
All departments of the school should be given proper recognition
in the news.

The general tendency to allow most of the space for ex-

tracurricular activities should be guarded against.

For the small

community the high school newspaper is one of the most valuable contacts with the community.

To the greatest extent possible the faculty

should leave the make-up and publication of the paper to the students.
In this way it becomes truly representative of what the students are
doing.

Further suggestions for the make-up of the school paper will

be found in the appendix.

School Annual.

The school annual is a souvenir type of publication

and this memory-book feature seems to be sufficient justification for
its publication.

Since it will give pleasure throughout the life of the

student, his family, and his friends, it has distinct public relations
values.

The sponsor of t.~e high school annual should be on the constant

look-out for such materials as will accurately portray the work of the
school.
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Bulletins and Circular Letters.

Bulletins are a good means of

keeping the public informed of school affairs.

If possible, this in-

formation should be sent through the mails rather than being given to
pupils, for pupils o~en forget to give materials to their parents.
At the time that pupil progress reports are sent out is a good time to
provide parents with information concerning the grading system used.
Closely akin to the bulletin are the circular letters.

The cost

of the letter is one of the big objections to its use in public relations.

A printed letter is almost out of the question for the small

community.
the copy.

Mimeographing has, however, reduced the cost of producing
Since parents of kindergarten and first grade pupils are

probably in the greatest need of infonnation, they should have first
consideration in any circular letter program.

The material presented

in the letter could deal with any phase of the work of the school.
Reeder lists the following e.s possible topics:
"l.
2o
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
1

The community service of the school.
How the tax money is spent.
New methods of teaching reading e.nd each of the other subjects.
Modern trends in education and how these trends affect the
curriculum.
How the visiting teacher, the school nurse, and other community
health employees promote better conditions in the home and in
the school.
The function of the attendance department.
The attendance laws.
The purposes of the school census.
The requirements for age and schooling certificates.
The stay-in-school program.
The purposes of the kindergarten.
Pupil progress.
American Education Week.
The educational value of school movies." 1

Ward G. Reeder, An Introduction to Public-School Relations,
New York, The Macmillan Co., 1953, p. 167.
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An example of one kind of circular letter which may be sent out

will be found in the appendix.

It is well to keep in mind that the

type of letter given as an example is not always to be preferred to the
chatty, informal friendly letter.

Informal letters can be written in

long-hand on the mimeograph stencil giving them a degree of intimacy
that is not present in the type-written page.
School Assembly.

'l'he school assembly can and should be used as a

media for interpretation of the school to the community.

Students and

faculty working together can prepare programs which have public relations
value.

Clubs and organizations in the community can often be prevailed

upon to present assembly programs for the student body.

Business and

professional people should not be overlooked as possibilities for informative programs that can do much to interpret the schools in the
light of the future value of the services being performed.

Parents are

too of'ten ignored as prospective guests for well-prepared assemblies.
In most cases arrangements can be made to accomodate outside visitors
to programs which would be of interest to the public.
School Bulletin Board.

The school bulletin board is an often over-

looked and neglected media for interpreting the school.

All too of'ten

it is a conglomeration of materials whose value.is lost in a very short
time.

Careful consideration should be given to the "make-up" of the

bulletin board so that it becomes an attractive source of timely infor•
mation.

A student committee may well be used to take charge of the

bulletin board.

The writer has found -that students enjoy having this

responsibility and take pride in maintaining an attractive board.

They
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obtain a feeling of having a definite part in the school's proper functioning.

Information about the school should fonn the core of the bulletin

board display.
Commencement.

During the spring months when public attention is

focused on graduation, the school can create constructive thinking toward the building of a better school program.

Commencement is probably

the most important event in the year, and by the same token, no other
school eventhas greater publicity value.
In recent years the members of the graduating classes in the writer's
community have taken the responsibility for providing all or most of the
program for commencement.

This has the unique advantage of giving the

community a better acquaintance wit~ the school and its product.

In

addition, it gives excellent training to the students who take part in
the program.

It is more interesting to them, and when they become

interested, their parents, their relatives, and their friends feel the
same way.

The administrator should provi<le the newspapers with in-

formation regarding the com'llencement be.fore it is held and im,11ediately
after it is completed.
Colored Slides for Public Relations.

One unique media for informing

the public has recently come to the writer's attention and seems to be a
highly desirable way to promote public relations.

This media is the use

of colored slides of the activities about the school taken by some one
proficient withe. camera.
Interesting pictures may be taken of children passing to classes,
or teachers at work instructing in all classes including sewing and
gym. The school janitor, visiting nurse, special teachers, office
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secretary. and principal at work lend atmosphere.
Shots of records, register, report cards, forms, workbooks and
textbooks used in the school, and pictures of assembly programs.
police boys, the many activities of the primary groups, visual and
auditory aid equipment, library, and laboratory show the many
activities which represent a school in action.
The number of pictures in each category should depend upon its
interest or purpose in portraying that particular category.
Someone who knows the school program should comment on the slides
as they are shown. Slides should be intelligently arranged in predetermined order before they are projected.
Presented on an auditorium screen, such pictures can do more to
explain education to the parents and public than news releases,
school papers, mimeographed material, or even illustrated folders.
There is an exhilarating excitement which these personal colored
slides convey which printed material simply cannot convey. 1
The methods of reaching the community in a program of public re-

lations are legion.

The writer has attempted to present only those

which will fit well into a program for a small conununity.

1

Adapted from an article by Walter O. Krumbiegel, "Looking at
Public Relations Through Rose-Colored Slides", The School Executive,
(June, 1949), P• 27.

CHA.Pl'ER VII

EVALUATION
Since the function of any public relations program is to create
understanding, there should be some way to determine whether the program is meeting existing needs.
continuing th ing.

This evaluating process should be a

Very often individuals not too close to the school

can provide an accurate appraisal of how the program is working.
Casual observation can detennine whether or not the children as a
whole are pleased and happy in their school work; whether "drop-outs•
are few; whether teacher morale is high; whether or not the community
has a sincere interest in education.
Letters to the school are a good indication of the feelings of the
community toward the school.

The letters-to-the-editor column in the

local newspaper is another indication of public attitudes toward the
school.
School personnel should pay attention to the casual remarks made
at social gatherings, P.T •.A. meetings, or conferences between parents
and teechers in the schools.

The questions asked by lay people in a

discussion group in which le.;ymen and school personnel are participating
can be used for evaluation purposes.
Some of the ways in which informal check-ups can be made are listed
in the Twenty-Eighth Yearbook of the American Association of School
Administrators.

They follo~:

1. Press reports. Editorials: the amount of space and tone of
news stories; letters to the editor. (A clipping book is a
useful device here. It would include items on the budget,
tax levies, and similar policy decisions as well as those on
school activities).
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2. Public interest in and support of school activities and programs
as shown by the attendance at publicized events, be.ck-to•school
night, American Education Week, school exhibits, and so on.
3. The nu~ber of votes cast at regular and special elections; the
distribution of the votes; and the percent of qualified voters
represented.
4. Membership in PTA's or similar organizations, end even more
meaningful, the attendance and amount of active perticipation
in such organizations.
5. Attendance of citizens at school board meetings and the ch~racter
of interest shown by those in attendance.
6 • Number of persons in adult education classes and the popularit~,
of such groups as shown by the enrollment o
7. Willingness of individuals and organizations toeooperate, upon
invitation, on school projects and undertakings. The responses
to direct requests made of school patrons.
8. Number and types of complaints and grievances. (Often no record
is kept of these, but such a record may sometimes be advantageous
in evaluating public relations) o
9. Pupil responses to the school program as shown by holding power,
pupil behavior and attendance, and questionnaires to pupils and
alumni.
10. Readiness of community groups to accept school personnel and
services in their programs and activities. Requests to the
school for publications, motion Dictures, speakers, or participation of other types. Support or opposition given to educational
projects by civic grou~s and other voluntary organizations.
11. Reactions from business leaders, especially their willingness to
recognize school needs and to work for pupil welfare.
12. Attitude of other public agencies toward the board of education
and the school system. 1
To develop corrununity understanding, appreciation, and participation
in public schools, we must have a program of information that keeps the
public up to date on what the school is doing about its problems, its
needs, and its plans for the future.

The community must have a part in

solving the problems, supplying the needs, and in planning for the
future.

1

;
American Assbciation of School Administrators, Twenty-Eighth
Yearbook, po 203.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY

In the preceding pages the writer has attempted to point out
that public relations are an inherent part of any school system because contacts are constantly being made with the lay public.

Add

to this the fact that public interest in education has never been
greater than it is today and the importance of a well-planned public

relations program becomes apparent.
The primary purpose of a school public relations program is to
induce the people in the community to react favorably toward the school.
People, in general, believe in the schools end want them continued, but
too often they have little conception of how vast the educational system
has grown since the days of the one room school.

Along with the in-

crease in size has come an enonnous increase in the budget, and the
public wants and needs to know why this has happened.
It will be remembered that the major function of the public relations program is to interpret the schools to the public.
public relations begin within the school organization.

Good school

It must begin

with the top administrative officer who in turn receives his directives
from the board of education.
The superintendent of schools, as the chief official of the school,
should be aware of the importance of public relations.

He will probably

delegate most of the administrative duties to his principals, but it
still remains his duty to supply information concerning all phases of
the local school situation to members of the staff and the public.
This information should make clear the new trends, policies and
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activities, and any other matters of general interest.

The teachers of the school must not only understand but also
wholeheartedly support the development of the schools.

A faculty

which stands together and constantly tries to improve the school is
one of the biggest assets any system can have.
The writer has also said that the best public relations agents of
every school may be the pupils who attend the schools.

They have more

to do with what people think of the school system than all the other
media of information about schools.

The school and the parerrts are

partners in trying to mold each pupil into a good citizen.

It is only

reasonable that each partner is entitled to know what the other is
doing.

Every effort should be made to have all students realize their

responsibilities of citizenship, to each other, to their parents, and to
the school.
The employees of the school other than faculty members are important
figures in the public relations program.

They should be taken into con-

sideration in any interpretation of the schools to the community.
Various other groups can be of help in interpreting the schools to
the public.

The alumni association, the Parent-Teacher Association, lay

advisory groups, adult education classes, and service clubs are only a
few of the groups who can be of great value to the public relations pro-

gram when they are properly informed.
Exhibits and demonstrations of the work of the school, American
Education Week, and publicity media inherent in the vocational depart•
ments of the school offer excellent public relations opportunities.
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Too often the various means of communication are not properly used.
It is necessary for the administrator of the program to know the media
available to him in order to reach the public.

Publicity through bul-

letins, newspapers, end radio, to mention only a few, should be used to
tell a story to the public.

Information must be sound, straight for-

ward, unbiased, and objectively presented.

News of this nature will

build confidence in the public relations program.

The school should

never forget that public relations must be a two-way proposition.
Simply stated, public relations is the art of working effectively
with people.

A good program seeks to channel ideas and information

from the public to the school as well as from the school to the public.
Friendliness and thoughtfulness play a major part in the public relations program.

APPENDIX

~

SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR CIRCULAR LETTERS
OR BULLETINS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

The colll1lunity service of the school.
How the tax money is spent.
Newer methods of teaching reading and each of the other subjects.
Modern trends in education and how these trends affect the curriculum.
How the visiting teacher, the school nurse, and other community
health employees promote better conditions in the home and in the
school.
The function of the attendance department.
The attendance laws.
The purposes of the school census.
The requirements for school and age certificates.
The stay-in-school program.
The purposes of the kindergarten.
Pupil progress.
American Education Week.
The educational value of school movies. 1
This is by no means a complete list of topics, but it can be used

as a starting point in the program.

Topics for letters or bulletins

could well be planned by a conunittee made up of parents and school
personnel.

1 Ward G. Reeder, An Introduction to Public-School Relations,
New York: The Macmillan Co., 1953, p. 167.
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CIRCULAR LETTER SA.\ll>LE
An example of a circular letter sent to parents by a former super-

intendent of schools of Philadelphia, Pennsyl~ania at the beginning of
the year is he~ reproduced.
Dear Friends:
You are all anxious to have your children succeed in schoolo
School work is the most important business of the children in your
care. Careful home training, good health, religious instruction,
and a thorough education are the best insurance for the future
success and happiness of your children. Be sure that they have
these at whatever sacrifice. The progress of your child in school
will be greatly aideda
1. If you will insist upon punctuality and regularity at
school and give no excuses except for the most urgent reason.
2. If you will read carefully all notices and reports from
school, and through the principals and teachers keep in touch
with the work of your children.
3. If you will encourage your children to strengthen their
weak points as revealed by ~heir report cards.
4. If you will insist that the older children, who have
assignments of homework, set aside a definite period eor
study each day.
5. If you will lend your cooperation in the care of school
books and other school property entrusted to your children.
6. If you will. withold judgment regarding reports of happenings
at school until you have heard both sides.
7. If you will insist upon obedience at home and respect for
parents, elders, teachers, and all officers of the law.
8. If you will know the character of the companions of your
children and ascertain the nature of the entertainments 'Nhich
your children attend before permitting them to attend.
9. If you will see to it that the progress of your children
in school is not hindered by fatigue resulting from insufficient rest or late evening parties.
10. If you will arrange regular home duties or "chores" for
your children so that they may acquire habits of work, ideals
of service for others, and a. sense of responsibility.
The progress of civilization depends upon the spiritual, moral
physical, and mental improvement of each generation. It is my
earnest hope and belief that your children will contribute to•
ward making the next generation a still better one than the
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generation of which we are now a part.
Yours sincerely,

Edwin C. Broome
Superintendent of Schools 1

1 As quoted by Ward G. Reeder, An Introduction to Public-School
Relations, New York: T',ie Macmillan Co., 1953, P• 169.
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WHAT NEWS IS

R. G. Reynolds asked newspaper editors to give five or six sugguestions which would help school people in preparing news for the
press.

In his publication, Newspaper Publicity for Public Schools,

the suggestions of ninety-eight editors are listed under two headings.
V¥:hat News Is
--l. Write news, not propaganda---news is something happening, an
event of some sort, not an argument to prove or disprove some theory
or proposition. Give information rather than advice or instruction.
2. Be accurate, truthful, meticulously exact as to facts, names,
and details.
3. Write news for the public and not for the purpose of personal
exploitation.
4. Names have great news value. A story about an individual is
always better than a group of facts.
5. Eliminate inconsequential details, trivial happenings, common
places in general. Don't overemphasize nonessentials.
6. Run in a humorous phrase when it doesn't hurt anybody and when
it doesn't spoil the text.
7. Make the story appeal to the average reader---more hum.an stuffo
8. News should be written from the standpoint of the public, not
from the standpoint of the school.
9. In general, avoid submitting the achievements of precocious
children unless the newspaper invites such contributions. Remember
that every parent imagines his dl.ild to be a marvel.
10. Give the news about exceptional pupils, the latest experiments
in education, and the like.
NEWSPAPER STYLE

1. Study the style of the newspaper and follow it. Make every
contribution interesting by employing newspaper tath~r than literary
diction. Write news, not literature.
2. Use news style as distinct from editorial style. Avoid the
expression of opinion---merely recite what happened without interpreting what it means. Do not usurp editorial prerogative by calling
the attention of the public to school needs. Acquaint the editor with
such needs end let him do the crusading. News is not editorial dis•
cussion.
3. Use a simple style. Keep away from the technical and get down
to simple terms. Avoid attempts at 'fine writing'. Use more American
and less English. Be concise. Write clearly and to the point. Use
short words instead of long ones.
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4. Be brief---don't be verbose.
5. Get the main facts into the first paragraph.
6. Avoid repetition. 1

1

R. G. Reynolds, Newspaper Publicity for the Public Schools,
Montpelier, Vennont: Capitol City Press, 1922, pp. 32-35.
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PREPARING SCHOOL EXHIBITS
C. A. Keenan has suggested certain principles to keep in mind in
preparing school exhibits.

They follow:

1. School exhibitions should start out with a well-defined plan
of arrangement and of purpose, and should aim at a definite result.
2. There should be no freak activities or theoretical absurdities
to establish a wrong concept in the mind of the people.
3. An exhibition must attract attention and please visitors; it
must create confidence in what is being done in education.
4. There must be coordination in the exhibit scheme as a whole;
and one directing mind should carry out the plan of the exhibit to
give it individuality and cllaracter.
5. The various parts of the exhibit should be labelled or lettered with dignified and simple signs.
6. Art should enter into the arranging of the exhibit matter as
well as in the paraphernalia. 1

1

C. A. Keenan, "School Exhibits", Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education, XXI, (May, 1932), P• 151.
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HOW TO STAGE &""l EFFECTIVE PARENTS' NIGHT
A Typical Plan
1. Invitations: Parents, alumni, friends; to be mailed three
weeks in advance.
2. Posters: signs, programs, to be executed by the art department.
3. Publicity: local newspapers, radio, school newspaper, alumni
newsletter, organizational coverage.
4. Guides: ushers, trouble-shooters, messengers for lobbies and
halls, ticket taking, enforcing fire rules.
5. Program:
e.. ~--basketball, tumbling, fencing, boxing.
b. Auditorium--drarnatics, visual education, academic activities, reading clinic.
c. Exhibits--arts, crafts, hobbies, science, courses and subjects, lower school, upper school, publications, clubs.
d. Dance--for students, parents, alumni (after event).
e. Music--background and for dance.
6. Alumni: room, registration, exhibits of past work by alumni
(paintings, objects of handicraft).
The program is scheduled to run from 7 :30 to 9:30 p.m. After
that, a dance is held until midnight. 1

l

Ted L. Taylor, "How to Stage an Effective Pe.rents' Night",
School Executive, (April, 1950), PP• 43•45.
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